Firestone Traffic Calming Program
The Town of Firestone has instituted a Pilot Program to improve the quality of life in our
neighborhoods. We all want to discourage speeding in our neighborhoods, especially on the
street where we live and our children play. The Firestone Traffic Calming Program offers a
unique way to promote traffic safety in our neighborhoods in Firestone, using the three E’s –
Engineering, Education, and Enforcement. It is a public awareness program designed to slow
down and exercise caution when using neighborhood streets.
Studies have shown that motorist may drive 10 miles or more over the speed limit on residential
streets. These studies also show that those who exceed the speed limit come from all age
groups.
Local residents may drive faster on their local streets because they feel familiar and
comfortable. Outsiders may use local streets as a short cut to busy arterial roads or to access
an attraction inside the neighborhood.
What is ‘Traffic Calming’?
Traffic Calming is defined as “the combination of non-physical and physical measures that
reduce the negative effects of motor vehicle use, alter driver behavior and improve conditions
for non-motorized street users.” Traffic calming measures are tools which attempt to slow traffic
within residential communities with minimal or no restriction to access.
Purpose:
The purpose of Traffic Calming is to address speeding conditions in residential neighborhoods
on streets classified as local or residential roads.
Goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Increase the quality of life
Help reduce the negative effects of motor vehicles on the environment
Achieve slower speeds for motor vehicles
Increase perception of safety for non-motorized users of the street
Reduce the need for police enforcement

Requirements for participation
1. OFFICAL REQUEST- a citizen, neighborhood association, or appointed representative
submits a traffic calming application outlining the traffic concern in their neighborhood.
2. ELIGIBLE STREETS- this program is restricted to streets classified as local residential
streets with posted speed limits no greater than 25 mph, a two lane road, with a
minimum of 12 dwellings fronting the street per 1,000 feet of roadway.
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3. APPROVAL AND IMPLEMENTATION- if the neighborhood qualifies for the program,
then a plan is developed and implemented. Traffic volumes and resultant speeds on the
chosen street will determine the appropriate traffic calming measures.
4. PHASES OF THE PROGRAMa. Community Awareness and education
b. Selective Enforcement
c. Physical devices
5. PROGRAM EVALUATION – each phase of the program is evaluated for effectiveness.
An initial evaluation is performed prior to implementation of the traffic calming program.
The initial assessment is used to document the speeding problem, establish the controls,
and determine benchmarks to measure program effectiveness. Subsequent
assessments will be performed to determine compliance with program objectives.
Traffic Calming Program Phases
1. Community Awareness and Education- Representatives from the Firestone Police
Department discusses the traffic calming program with Neighborhood Watch groups,
Homeowners Associations, and civic groups. Emphasis would be placed on Public
Service Announcements to local media sources and prevention concepts on the Town of
Firestone website.
a. Display speed trailer in designated location- The Firestone Speed Trailer will
be placed at strategic locations and designated times to encourage motorist to
adhere to the speed limit.
2. Selective Enforcement- The Police Department schedules selective enforcement on
the designated street during the highest violation periods.
a. Neighborhood Speed Watch Program- Firestone Police Department loans out
a hand held radar unit, at no cost, to a trained citizen. The radar unit is operated
by a two person unit in their own personal vehicle. The purpose is to document
speeders and their vehicle information. The information is then passed on to the
Firestone Patrol Division and warnings are issued to the violators.
b. Directed Patrol-The Patrol Division of the Firestone Police Department will
conduct directed traffic enforcement during highest violation periods.
3. Physical Devices- If the street remains non-compliant after Phase 2, a determination
will be made by the Director of Operations, Director of Public Works, Town Engineer and
the Chief of Police on the implementation of a physical traffic calming device. Potential
options for consideration would be posted signage, reduction in speed limit, street
striping etc.
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
How can the community make our streets safer?
1. Drive slower- Drive 25 mph or less to give yourself more time to react to the
unexpected, such as children darting out form behind a parked vehicle, pets or obstacles
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2.
3.

4.

5.

in the road, and pedestrians. Unless you make a conscious effort, you may drive faster
than you should on residential roads. Remind neighbors to drive 25 mph. Make sure
that others who use your vehicles also drive 25 mph. Do not speed on major streets,
and avoid bad driving habits. Studies show that driving at a lower and more responsible
speed on residential streets has very little effect on the time it takes to complete your
journeys.
Avoid using neighborhood streets as short cuts- The more we use residential streets
as short cuts, the more we disrupt the quality of life in neighborhoods.
Observe all the rules of the road- Don’t take chances, even on short trips. As statistics
show, most accidents occur close to home. In particular, make sure you and your
passengers buckle up.
Be aware of your perception- To a person standing still in their front yard, cars that go
25-30 mph may appear to be going 40 mph or greater. When cars accelerate, it may
also sound like they are going faster than 25 mph. Often, residents perceive vehicles
traveling much faster than they actually are.
Get Involved in the Neighborhood Speed Watch Program- Contact the Firestone
Police Department at 303-833-0811 to receive additional information about this program.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q:

Can you install speed bumps on our streets?

A:

Speed bumps and dips tend to damage emergency vehicles such as snow plows and
fire engines. Public works utilizes other traffic calming devices that have minimal
damage to their vehicles.

Q:

Can you install Stop signs to slow speeders?

A:

The Town installs STOP signs to indicate the right-of-way. Installing STOP signs for
speed control goes directly against federal guidelines. The guidelines are based on
previous engineering practices and studies, and have determined that STOP signs can
actually exacerbate problems after extended use. First, people tend to speed in
between STOP signs, to “make up” for their perceived lost time. Secondly, when drivers
must constantly stop for traffic, but do not see good reason to, they will develop
contempt for STOP signs.

Q.

Can “Children at Play” signs be put up?

A.

“Children at Play” signs and similar caution signs do not slow vehicles down. Many
municipalities no longer install “Children at Play” signs because these signs give parents
a false sense of security that the Town can not provide. The Town of Firestone does not
encourage children playing in the street.
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